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PANEL MOUNT TIMER DIGITAL
Syr-Line Series

GDF1R10MV2 
Timer GDF1 Multifunction 11pin Relay 24-240V ac/dc

Multifunction
Display of set and current time
Time range 0.001 - 9999h
Backlit LCD display

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Now we are launching a new series of digital time relays in the Syr-Line series from Crouzet with clear LCD display that has IP66 enclosure in the front.
 
The current set time and relay status are shown in the display. Time relays have many different functions as well as up and down counting to choose from.
 
The programming is very simple and can be locked to prevent accidental change. The time interval is adjustable from 0.001 second and up to 9999 hours
and has memory function for time counting in case of potential voltage drop.
The time relays are available with one or two alternating relay outputs that can handle the entire 10A and connect into a 11-pin socket, which allows for both
panel and bottom mounting.

SPECIFICATIONSSPECIFICATIONS

Approvals CE, RoHS, UL

Breaking capacity 2500 VA / 300 W

Function A - Delay on energisation, Ac - Timing after closing and opening of control
contact, Ad - Delay on energisation (no reset), B - Timing on impulse (one
shot), C - Timing after impulse, D - Symmetrical flashing, Di - Symmetrical
flashing, H - Timing on energisation - pulse output, L - Asymmetrical flashing,
Li - Asymmetrical flashing

IP Class Front IP66

IP Class Housing IP20

Mounting 11-pin socket, Panel mount

Multifunction Yes

Output Relay 1 pole C/O

Power Consumption 2.5 VA / 1 W

Supply voltage 24-240V AC/DC

Switching Current Max 10 A

Temperature range bearing, from -30 °C



Temperature range bearing, to 70 °C

Temperature range from -10 °C

Temperature range to 60 °C

Time Range 0,001 s - 9999 h
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